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Seminar report
Welcome by Peter Vandeberg to all participants. Mainly the Commissaires were invited
who are nominated on behalf of the World championships 2010 (Stuttgart; Germany).
Too many UCI Commissaires, who were invited by the UCI, did not respond regarding
this invitation. Several had to be addressed a second by Peter Vandeberg. The official
invitation for this seminar is done by the UCI. An anwer is always requested.
This meeting is the only chance to meet, so it is very important to attend the seminar.
The 2010 seminar is planned again at Frankfurt; 11&12 December.
General, WC 2009 Tavira
The situation Sporters, trainers towards the commissaries was discussed. During the WC,
and of course also other competitions, there should be some distance between the
before mentioned groups. Not only to guarantee neutrality, but also to create a clear
situation to the audience and for example the press.

We have to guarantee that the Commissaires area at the riding area is clean. Persons
who do not have a job within this area should avoid to enter. Because of the
presentation of our sports this is very important.
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General, damaged bicycle(s) and injury during the completion
Discussed was the situation which occurred during the this years Swiss‐Austria Masters
event. Pair riders did have an injury during the passage “Raiser handlebarseat ‐ Raiser
headtube”. The question was at which point will be the time started again.
Answer: According the regulations the commissaires team will decide which devalua‐
tions will be made.
For the future. In the position, where a damage or injury is announced by raising the
arm, the program has to be continued. Again in this position the competitor will give the
call “start”.
In all cases the sporter/trainer has to adjust the new starting position at the Chief Com‐
missaire. Basicly the sporter has to receive no time advantages because of an injury or a
damaged bicycle. The program has to be continued on that point of the program were
the injury / damage occurred. General at an injury / fall this the position is “standing” on
the riding area. At stops regarding an approved damage (by the commissaries) of the
bicycle at the point of the riders program were the damage occurred.
If doubts; the Chief Commissaires is responsible for a proper decision.
The reports of the 2007 and 2008 seminar were checked again because of important
items.

Commissaires have to give the competitors some freedom because of their presentation.
Presentations which have no negative effect on the event should be allowed. Discussed
was also the idea to limit the time period between entering the riding area and the mo‐
of the call “start”; this change of the rules will be not proposed for this moment.
Final exercises
According seminar guest mr. Dieter Maute the points stated in the regulations are too
low compared with the effort it takes to learn them.
Start / end of the half eight and eight
Begin and end of these figures have to be judged at the gravity centre of the body (not
at the front or rear wheel). For example; Handlebar handstand; the middle of the
frontwheel axle. Saddle‐handlebar handstand; between front and rear wheel.
Remark at address of the Indoor Commission to investigate if the text can be rewritten
because of the start of the half eight and eight.
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2007 report; Riders presentation at the start of a riders program
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Adjustment of devaluations
Devaluations will be adapted as less as possible. We have to accept that one jury gives a
devalution of – 100% and the other group gives no devaluation. The Chief Commissaire
has to check this during the performance. Often this situations occurs at L‐shape holds;
and should be accepted.
General, records
It is possible to achieve a Worldrecord during even National Championships if the
correct Number, nature and status of commissaries is present. Next to Worldrecords for
Elite, Junior Worldrecords can be achieved. Both types of records have to be announced
at the UCI and confirmed.
General, start of performance
Start of the performance in the case the call “start”is not given by the competitor will be
latest at the begin of the second exercise. The Chief Commissaires will start the time on
that moment. The first exercise will receive a devaluation according Regulation 1.8.3;
of 50 % or 100%. If the competitor will give the call “start” later, the Chief Commissaire
will adapt/correct the time based on this call.

If an exercise at the evaluation sheets is not written as freehanded (also in regulation), is
it also allowed to perform “freehanded”. For example “regular seat”; in this case it is
allo‐wed to perform one handed, freehanded or both hands at the handlebar.
General, list of devaluation
A list of “standard” devaluation was presented by Marianne Kern and Esther Frisch‐
knecht (both SUI). The list was discussed and adapted. List will be attached to this report.
Single artistic cycling; exercise waterscale under saddle
A regulation change of text has to be presented to the Indoor Commission.
The word “horizontal” has to be exchanged by “on line”. It is not possible
to perform this exercise with the body in horizontal position.
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Single artistic cycling; scissorjumps
It is not allowed ‐ during at all kinds of scissor jumps ‐ to take a position which is
a known position (according regulation). If yes, the exercise will receive a devalution
of minus 100%.
General; Commissaire knowledge of the English language
For the future is an absolute must for all indoor commissaries to have a good knowledge
of the English language. It should be basicly possible for every UCI commissaire to work
/ cooperate without problems with English “languaged” colleague.
Single / pair artistic cycling; new exercise

General; publications
The official education presentation for UCI Commissaires will be published on:
www.kunstradreglement.com
Access for every person.
For this moment there are presentations for:
Single
Pair and
ACT4
Peter Vandeberg
11‐01‐2010
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A new exercise was presented by the German federation; for this moment un‐official
called “German handstand” (legs and feet stretched during moving to stretched position.
The present commissaries saw the exercise via the screen (DVD). They recommended
to the Indoor Commission to allow this exercise for the future. Evaluation of this figure
can be done by the present rules for other handstands.
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